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Berlin Guitar Ensemble vs 1605munro Project I
Die Wille, Wilhelmstr. 115, 10963 Berlin

Saturday 4th – Sunday 5th June 2011
Meeting Report

Author: G. Porter
Additional Notes: H. Nuñez

This weekend Guitar Circle project was directed by Hernán Nuñez and focussed on 
Circulation work for pieces written by Andrés Jankowski's 1605munro.
Preparation and rehearsal was scheduled for Saturday; and work with Andrés and his 
material for Sunday.
The Weekend was held at “Die Wille” - a centre run by the German Protestant Church 
which supports children’s & youth projects located in central Berlin Mitte. 
The project was non-residential with participants accommodated privately or by members 
of the local Berlin Team.

Saturday 4th June: Day 1

Members of the Berlin host team: Gregory Jackson & George Porter arrive on site at 
08:50 joined by two participants: Jacek Kaleta & Marek Maczynski. Access was provided 
to the facility on Friday for cleaning the space and delivery of sound equipment.
The host team meets and acknowledges their beginning at 09:00. Gregory prepares the 
refreshment station with assistance from Marek; Jacek goes out to buy additional mineral 
water – the weather in Berlin is very warm and the loft space where we are working is 
almost like an oven!

People begin to arrive and by 10:00, the appointed time to begin, ten members of the 
team have arrived. We are complete for today which is intended to be used for preparing 
ourselves to work with AJ. He will join us on Sunday making a full team of eleven:

1. Luis Araya (Chile/Germany)
2. Marian Hafenstein (Germany)
3. Gregory Jackson (USA/Germany)
4. Andrés Jankowski (Argentina/Germany)
5. Susanne Kaben (Germany)
6. Jacek Kaleta (Poland/UK)
7. Marek Maczynski (Poland/UK)
8. Hernán Nuñez (Argentina/Germany) - Director
9. George Porter (UK/Germany) - Facilitator
10. Mariana Scaravilli (Argentina/Spain)
11. Nicolas Schmitt (Germany)

The Inaugural Meeting is called for 10:20.
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Inaugural Meeting:

10:20.
There are ten in the Circle with a symbolic, eleventh chair for AJ.
We are each asked to state: who we are; where we are from; what brought us here; and 
what our Aim for this Weekend is.

Hernán provides some words on AJ’s 1605munro work and that this Weekend will be 
used to see if we can contribute to a number of selected pieces suitable for circulations; 
with a view, to possible performance and recording later in the year.
It is intended that playing will be electric through the small PA system we have, if an 
acceptable sound can be achieved in time. Otherwise, we will play unplugged and use 
microphones. Some test recordings will also be made.

Meeting with Guitars I:

11:00
Seating is arranged in a semi-circle, within the main loft space, with options to place AJ 
and his equipment at the end or facing the semi-circle. This will be decided later.

There are nine guitars in the circle with HN.
HN informs us of some key positions in the circle: lead, tail and middle. We are asked if 
we are happy with our positions and if anyone would like to change.
Mariana leads the Circle with Nicolas at the tail and George in the middle.

We then work on circulating in C major, A natural minor, A harmonic minor, B major & D 
pentatonic. Some of these scales need reviewing and we address some of their 
“variations” as we proceed.
It is noted that at the moment circulating to the right is more fluent than to the left.
Different groupings within the circle are explored with attempts playing on and off the 
beat with varied success.
HN reminds us to avoid fixing our sight constantly on the fretboard and perhaps consider 
selecting just a few notes to play.

We take a break at 12:15 to return for 12:30.

Meeting with Guitars II:

12:30
HN suggests that if we give a performance with the Munroscapes, it would also be good 
to add Guitar Circle pieces to the set. Pieces are requested from the group.
The Berlin Team (Gregory, Luis & George) make an attempt at Voices of Ancient 
Children; and then Cantaloupe Island, joined by others who know it. Marek leads an 
attempt at Asturias and then Luis with Blockhead.

We then return to circulation work and are requested to circulate five rounds in Eb minor; 
followed by three in Bb major; and then two rounds back in Eb minor. This is extended 
with circulating chords which should contain notes from both scales. After some 
attempts, we return to circulating just in the parent scales.

We break for lunch at 13:15 to return at 14:30.
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Set-up Preparation Meeting:

14:35
Meeting to discuss preparations for setting up the sound equipment begins 5 minutes late 
due to late returns from lunch. We are reminded of the need to be on time.

HN requests assistance from Mariana, Luis & George to set up the sound equipment.
In the meantime, the rest of the team will meet separately to work on circulations led by 
Jacek.

The Sound Team place the mixer on a table facing the semi-circle so that the cable 
distance from each player to the mixer will be approximately the same. Two small 
amplifiers are being used as loudspeakers and are set up behind the mixer, on the 
platform facing the circle. Then cables are run from the mixer to each chair - four of the 
lines use DI boxes provided by those who had them. Mariana plugs into each line in turn 
with her guitar and the levels are tested.
After some configuration efforts with the mixer, it was determined that the number of 
available channels for the guitars, microphones and AJ’s equipment may be too 
restrictive. So, we will need to test the set-up further to see if it can really work for us.

A break is called for 15:50 and the whole team is to reconvene at 16:10 with guitars.

Meeting with Guitars III:

16:10.
We work on circulations in: C whole tone, C symmetrical, F major (with chords), Gb 
minor and D melodic minor plus an “Everything Goes” circulation!
We also test the transitions between circulations & the pieces we may perform: a 
circulation in C harmonic minor leading into Voices, as well as an E natural minor 
circulation introducing Cantaloupe. Both seem to work well.

Meeting with Guitars IV:

17:45.
We use this meeting to test the set up and sound check the guitars.

HN gives some instructions beforehand about plugging in and plugging out - we need to 
wait for the OK to do so, when the levels are safely down, to ensure that the PA is not 
exposed to sudden signal bursts which could disturb a performance and damage 
equipment. We are also requested to set our guitar EQs to an off or neutral position.
Some time is spent testing signals and checking guitar levels.

We run through a circulation in F major with chords. However, the limited number of 
channels available restricts what can be achieved in balancing the signals and the sound 
as a whole. HN declares the set up as “on the edge!”

We then rehearse unplugging which is led by Mariana with the procedure being: to wait 
for the OK to unplug from the mixing desk; then, on Mariana’s cue, to stand up and then 
swiftly unplug cables together, leaving the cables available to hand by draping them over 
the backs of our chairs. We run through this procedure a few times.
Then Mariana leads us out of the circle before snaking back in to rehearse plugging in: by 
waiting from the OK from the desk; then the cue from Mariana to retrieve and plug our 
cables in and finally her cue to sit down together.

Some additional mixer configuration changes are attempted but the set-up still remains 
limited. Luis then offers to bring a replacement mixer with additional channels and to set 
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it up later during the evening to be ready for tomorrow morning. It is agreed to test this 
option.

The meeting finishes at 19:00 and we are asked to be back in the facility, ready to 
continue our work at 10:00 Sunday morning.

Sunday 5th June: Day 2

George arrives on site to open the facility at 09:05 together with Jacek & Marek.
Gregory arrives at 09:15 together with Nicolas and begins setting up the coffee station 
with assistance from Marek.
Andrés Jankowski is in the house along with the rest of the team by 10:00.

HN calls a meeting for the BGE & Munro at 11:00 to allow time for AJ to set up and test 
his equipment and to test the replacement mixer which Luis & Susanne installed last 
night.
AJ & HN are assisted by Mariana & Luis, whilst the rest of the team meet with guitars led 
by Jacek and work on circulations in C symmetrical, C whole tone as well as familiarising 
parts to Cantaloupe Island.

BGE-Munro Meeting I:

11:00
There are nine guitar players in a semi-circle with HN & AJ at desks facing inwards 
towards the circle. AJ has a laptop, a controller and his mixer set up which is connected 
to the mixer for the guitars.
AJ is introduced officially to the team.

We check the guitar signals and the sound from the replacement mixer for the guitars. 
There are more channels available and the sound can be more effectively balanced. The 
result is good and we go with this option.

Then, we begin to work with the Munro pieces. In turn, the name of each piece and the 
scale to be used for circulating is announced.
When ready, and led by Mariana, we begin with:

1. Matrix (C minor)
2. Frippertroniggs I (F major)
3. Bowed Gamelan (C minor)
4. Bowed Piano (F minor)
5. Swamp (C minor)
6.       "33" (Eb minor)

Feedback is given on which pieces may or may not work with the circulations, as we 
proceed. Feedback is also sometimes given when wrong notes are played!

We take a break at 12:00 to meet back at 12:20.

BGE-Munro Meeting II:

12:20
More Munro pieces are introduced.

7. Synapse (E minor) – which we test as a circulation into Cantaloupe.
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We also test the first piece “Matrix” again, as a lead-in to “Voices” – circulating in C 
harmonic minor seems to work better than C minor for this purpose.

8. Magnetica (A major)
9.       The Who (cascading chords in D Pentatonic)

We break for lunch at 13:15 and it is decided to meet back at 15:00.

BGE-Munro Meeting III:

15:00.

We test "Beats" (all natural notes, but a C#, as suggested by Mariana)

The guitar players are divided into two groups led by Mariana & Nicolas. When ready, 
each group circulates in turn with:

10. "10" (Ab minor Vs B major)
11. "Macarimbas" - testing C# major & B major

We are then divided into three groups with Jacek leading the third group and continue 
with:

12. "Reversaustral" (C minor) – a recording of this is provided in the zip file.
13. "Irwin Allen" (G minor)
14. "Brinca" D # major circulation "thumb" - D#minor chords "pick"
15. "Star Trek short" any note, provided it's the right one

AJ informs us that it is not necessary to circulate all the time and it is good to leave 
space between melodies which may arise.

We break at 16:00 to continue at 16:15.

BGE-Munro Meeting IV:

16:15.
This will be the final session, as some participants have to leave by 18:00.
We continue with:

16. "Star Trek Long" in D major pentatonic then in D harmonic minor
17. "Star Trek Short" in B minor
18. "Scarlatti" (A minor)
19.     "Fisica" (B major)
20.     "Beethoven" (A major)

We break at 17:15 to convene for the Final Meeting at 17:30
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Final Meeting:

17:30.

Positive comments are made from participants about the Weekend.
HN proposes that a further Weekend be considered for November with a performance to 
follow in December.
Then the team is surprised by CD gifts of the Gauchos, LCG, Manteca and Grossderschau 
Recordings II! There is also the possibility to acquire Munro CDs.

The BGE-Munro Weekend is declared completed at 17:50.

Departures.

Members of the Berlin host team: Gregory & George assisted by Marek and Jacek 
prepare the facility for hand back to the owners. They complete together at c. 18:45.
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BGE Players:

Left to Right:
Nicolas Schmitt, Marian Hafenstein, Susanne Kaben, Jacek Kaleta, George Porter, Gregory Jackson, 

Luis Araya, Marek Maczynski & Mariana Scaravilli.
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Señor Munro:
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BGE-Munro Space:

View from Behind the Controls:
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Los Maestros:




